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Discussion topics

  - Have a read through
  - You can add a topic if you wish
  - Decide which one (and **only one please**)!
    - add your name to any empty ‘Interested’ column
    - One name per topic ‘Interested’ box
  - You have till 2pm to state your preference, at 2pm:
    - Organise groups & rooms
    - Introduce how speed blogging works
Speed Blogging

– Visit, read, choose
  • bit.ly/wssspe5-1-topics

– Why a speed blog
  • Context, value, message, fun

– Discussion session two parts
  • Discussion part (about one hour)
  • Blog part (about one hour)
  • YMMV
Speed blog tips

• One person in the team
  – It’s hard to discuss and blog at the same time – so don’t!
  – Put in your notes (discuss)
    – choose a main scribe
  – Start writing (blog)
    • can be done in parallel
Speed blog tips 2

• Use your notes to form a structure
• Write in parallel
• Some may search for references and act as reviewers
• Follow a template
• We will publish them in 1-2 weeks after the WSSSPE5.1 – but include the participating authors before we do – so important to put that information in.
• Any questions
Discussion topics

- We have around 40 people
- Ideal group size is 4 (but can be up to 6) but no smaller than 2
- We have over 20 spaces (here + collab1 + staff lounge + byte café area - so lots of spaces)
- Topics and votes
  - bit.ly/wssspe5-1-topics
  - If teams are too big (> six) then two groups can discuss the same topic
- Any questions?
- Template – request - bit.ly/wssspe5-1-template-request
- Back at 4pm for coffee/tea
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